
Come be part of the most impactful week in the movement to end prostate cancer. 

Registration for ZERO Summit 2022 is now open and can be found at

www.zerocancer.org/summit.

Register for Summit

ZERO is proud to be adding a Run/Walk in Kearney, Nebraska to our race series and the

Midwest Chapter. Come be part of our new Prostate Cancer community and join the 

celebration in May 2022!

Kearney Run/Walk

Dr. Garrett Pohlman is a board-certified Urologist practicing in a busy private Urology group in

Kearney, NE. Every day he helps men diagnose and manage their prostate issues. Dr. Pohlman

decided he could help men, and those who care for them, to better educate themselves

regarding prostate health, the conditions that affect the prostate, and the latest technology in

managing these conditions by starting the Prostate Health Podcast. On a weekly basis he chats

with experts, innovators, and leaders in the field of Urology – sharing useful information with the

general public to improve their lives and increase their overall health. For Dr. Pohlman, its

important to give patients every bit of information they need and want. So in addition to his

weekly podcast, he also brings ZERO’s resources into his clinic to offer to his own patients. His

involvement with ZERO and the Midwest's prostate cancer community has been integral in the

creation of a new Zero Run/Walk in his city of Kearney. All of his combined efforts have helped

thousands of prostate cancer patients, survivors, and caregivers! Thank you Dr. Pohlman for all

that you are doing to spread awareness and knowledge, you're impact is truly #ZEROstrong.
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Emily Sybrant

emily@zerocancer.org

612-219-6972

https://www.facebook.com/emilyc.byrne.52

https://www.linkedin.com/in/emily-byrne-7854183a/

https://twitter.com/ZEROEmilyS?s=20

It's November which

means its time to let it

GROW!

Join a team today!

We are happy to introduce Tracy Cameron as the new Midwest Chapter Manager!

With a background as a urologic medical assistant, Tracy has been involved with patient care

for prostate cancer patients for 17 years. Tracy also has a degree in Recreation Administration

from the University of St. Francis in Joliet, IL. She created the Us TOO Joliet Chapter in 2010 as

men were looking to speak to other men who were going through the prostate cancer fight. In

2011, Tracy received the Us TOO Outstanding New Chapter Leader award. She's a familiar face

for many as she started the ZERO Run/Walk in Chicago and served as the Race Director for 9

years. Prior to the ZERO/Us TOO merger, Tracy worked as the Office Manager for Us TOO and

she is excited for this new chapter with ZERO in the Midwest. We are certainly excited to have

you, Tracy, and we can't wait to see all of the great things you will bring to the Midwest!

New in the Midwest
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